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Education and inter-group relations in Belgium

Three oppositions: - social classes
- religion/non-religious
- language/nationalities

4 periods: 1) 1830 - 1920
2) 1921 - 1964
3) 1965 - 1988
4) 1989 -
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1. The birth of a pillarized educational system
(1831 - 1920)

- Educational structure related to a class society
- political power in the hands of conservative
Catholic and Liberal parties
- opposition between Catholics in favour of private
education - anti-clerical Liberals in favour of neutral
state education
- First school battle: 1979 Act
- Language: French had a privileged position
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2. The road to democratisation of education
(1921 - 1964)
- Compulsory elementary education until the age of
14
- Access to secondary schools and universities for
lower classes improved
- Socialist and Christian-Democratic parties (pro-
labour factions) fight to open the access to secon-
dary and university education for lower social
classes
- Catholics and anti-clericals fight each other in
Second School Battle (1954-1959)
- School Pact 1958 (1959 Act): agreement made by
prudent elite outside parliament
- Dutch is accepted in secondary schools and in
universities
- 1963 linguistic border
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3. The democratisation of the university and the
first steps to federalization (1965-1988)

3.1. The state structure and the three cleavages
- Six interest-groups in the three conflicts have not
formed separate political parties

Language cleavage

- Political parties split up in separate Flemish and
French-speaking parties
- Process of federalization
- 1968 Flemish and French Ministry of Education
- 1970 Two cultural Communities (D/F) and three

Regions (F/W/B)
- 1988 Education responsibility of the Communities

(own government and parliament)
- Flemish/French opposition was compartmentalised

Religious cleavage

- religious oppositions still present
- process of secularization
- difference Wallonia (Socialist) - Flanders
(Christian-Democratic)
- 1973: new School Pact Act
- since 1980: school pact committee lost influence
- new constitution of 1988 protects ideological
minorities
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- only in Wallonia demand for new school pact

Class cleavage

- working class received politically support from
Socialist party and Christian-Democratic party

3.2. Secondary schools

- 1969 comprehensive education
- Compulsory for state schools, free for private
schools
- 1984: 50% of Catholic schools comprehensive in
Flanders and 99% in Wallonia
- 1989 Flanders: Catholic Education preferred
unified structure, followed by state schools
- Wallonia: all schools comprehensive
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3.3. Universities

- 1965 university expansion act
- Catholics
- Leuven - Brussels, Kortrijk (F)
- Antwerp: UFSIA (F)
- Namur: U.N.P. (W)
- Non-Catholics
- Antwerp: RUCA (F)
- ULB - Nivelles (W)
- Mons: UE (W)
- Mons: Facultés Universitaires Catholiques (W)
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- 1967 tensions in Leuven about UCL: Leuven
symbol of Flanders unity
- 1968 University of Leuven divided
- KU Leuven in Leuven
- UC Louvain in Ottignies (Louvain-la-Neuve)
- ULB also divided in ULB ( Fr) and VUB (FL)
- Antwerp (Fl): Catholic UFSIA (1st degree)
State RUCA (1st degree)
UIA (2nd and 3rd degree)
- Limburg (Fl): LUC
- Luxemburg (W): FUL
- Brussels: Saint-Louis divided in Flemish UFSAL
and French-speaking Saint Louis
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4. Education in a federal state (1989- )

4.1. Constitutional characteristics of Belgium
and their consequences for the educational
system
- Wallonia and Flanders seem to be different
countries
- political power
- birth rate/ death rate
- unions
- gross regional product
- religious
- education
- numbers
- structure of state schools (W: Minister/ Fl: ARGO)
- Fl: attainment targets; inspectorate
- still minor tensions in bilingual areas
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4.2. The position of the teachers

- Walloon teachers on strike
- Reasons for malaise among teachers
- In Wallonia actions of teachers of all networks
without consent of unions
- Flanders: teachers received raise of salary
- More financial problems for Wallonia

4.3. The opposition between Catholic and neutral
education
- Catholic schools attract Catholic pupils and others
- Community schools attract non-Catholics and
Catholics
- Privileged position of Christian unions in Catholic
schools
- Catholic schools contest inequality of financial
support (Difference Wallonia/Flanders)
- Reaction of Catholics against position of Catholics
in administration of Community schools
- Reduction of number of secondary schools
- Catholic schools are bigger than Community

schools:
- Catholics refused to reduce
- Now plan to reduce
- Reduction of number of post-secondary
institutions for higher education
- specificity of Catholic schools contested by

Catholics
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- Catholics prepared to reduce
- Other networks have problems to reduce
- no co-operation between Socialists and Liberals
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4.4. Language again an issue, but...
- Proportion of foreigners in Flanders (4.2%),
Wallonia (11.3%), and Brussels (27.2%) is different
- Proportion of foreigners in education
- Programmes of the government to improve
opportunities of immigrant pupils (Fl and W)
- includes also instruction in own language and

culture of immigrant pupils
- discouraging concentration in particular schools
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5. Conclusion

- 1830 - 1920
- Conservative Catholics and Liberals made class

education
- No educational opportunities for working class
- No opportunities for Flemish education
- First School Battle

- 1921 - 1964
- democratisation of education

- pro-working class parties fight for equality of
opportunities

- Catholics-anti-clericals - Second School battle -
 School Pact
- Dutch accepted as language for instruction

- 1965 - 1988
- start of federalization
- linguistic opposition compartmentalized
- religious cleavage institutionally supported
- comprehensive education
- universities
- pro-labour - pro-propertied classes take different

standpoints

- 1989 -
- federal structure
- linguistic opposition of less importance
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- pro-labour groups defend democratisation
- institutional tensions between Catholics and non-

Catholics

- What will bring the future?


